Statement of the meeting of Belgian associates of Saturday May 1, 2010
Presents : Sœur Édith, Sœur Véronique, Cécile, Marie-Jo, Marie-Luce and José, Rosalie, Béatrice,
Charline, Stéphane, Jean-Marie, Claude Pouphile and Sabine Didelot (France), Myriam
and Michel
Excuseds : Anne-Marie, Liliane, Titi, Lionel et Luc.
Our meeting begins with a time of prayer animated by Béatrice.
Turn of presentation of each one to accommodate Rosalie.
Without taking again all that was already specified in the report/ratio of the meeting of February 27 we
let us make a point of making statement point by point reflexions which are come out from our
divisions in this May 1.
1.

Practical points and intendances
 Bon Pasteur has a rather flexible operation but with us to govern it by taking account of
the financial aspect. The program of each day will be articulated over two 2 hours times,
one the morning, the other the afternoon and a time in free evening, to animate according
to the proposals of each one.
 On the level of the rooms there is:
 4 individual rooms
 8 double rooms
 3 rooms for 3 people including one with alcoves
 3 rooms alcove type for 5 people
 Each one brings its cloths and its towels of toilet; from the Belgians it is requested to
bring the bed linen for the foreigners as well as towels of toilet to their use.
 It is requested from the Belgian and French participants to as far as possible bring
candles, extensions electric, multi-grip, board games for the evening.

2. This session must be most participative possible. Also, we wish to be with the listening of the
gifts and capacities of each one and that all be able to have a place in the group. We wish to
leave the opened meeting, without supposing today continuations and of “after meeting”. We
will have an attention to envisage at the beginning and the end of each day a time of prayer
even accompanied by songs.
3. : Reception of the foreign participants before and afterwards




Myriam and Michel can take care some of two,
Veronique can accommodate two participants,
Edith and Jean-Marie can release from time to deal with one or the other.

4. 1st day: Monday July 19. This day must make it possible each one to have common bases.
A meal at midday will be possible with the help of a preliminary inscription.
This 1st day must be light with for goal “to establish a common base and to live on a
favourable ground with the exchange in user-friendliness, and truth. It will lead to an
environment allowing interiorization by a time of reflexion on the 4 questions suggested in
December by Béatrice. He is requested from those which it can be able earlier to
accommodate. It must be a time to come into contact with each one so that in end of the
afternoon we are not any more from abroad one compared to the other. To put itself in front of
GOD and whom one will make together (a time of prayer together even in silence). Each one
will be able to write its prayer by knowing that GOD is there. An assembly on the founders is
envisaged and will be used as introduction to 2nd and the 3rd day. Véronique gathers the
work completed within the framework of the year of Alix.
5. 2nd day: Tuesday July 20. For this day the topic will be “To educate is to change the
world”. Our objective educational values of PF and AL. We will have times of group work and
we the question about “In which place do I will be able to put will have will be to nourish have
to educate? ” Presentation of sentences PF et AL., each one will be brought to choose some
and groups some we will try to release one or 2 texts, to make of it a creative presentation
taking account of the diversity of the languages of the participants. In evening we could reflect
on “what we would have desire for saying to those which are not there”. He is requested from

the group coming from France to bring a map of the world and material of translation to be
removed in Généralat in Paris.
6. 3rd day: Wednesday July 21. Continuation in the same order of idea as the day before on
the topic “My life in the steps of Alix”. Béatrice will help us in end-of-day to make a
presentation on an artistic level (painting, cutting, etc…). The objective of this day will be “to
enter the relation by the topic of conversion by listening to Alix and her advance. It is proposed
that the groups keep their composition of the day before. To bring the small blue booklet
“Relation of Alix Le Clerc”. It is to even suggest why not taking it as reading of bedside. A
contact will be made with Philippe Goeseels for an animation by the song in evening.
7. 4th day: Thursday July 22. Véronique will contact Alexia on how it considers her course of
the day. According to Édith Alexia will come with assemblies on the Congregation. The
objective of this day is to allow each one and each group to feel recipient of the
Congregation.
8. 5th day: Friday July 23. Turn of knowledge of some places not too far away from Good
Pasteur. Not to increase the cost of the session we will move in the car. Charline prepares us
a discovery of Leuven, Folon at La Hulpe and Villers-la-Ville. We will picnic at midday this day.
9. 6th day: Saturday July 24. The role of the associates. This day wants to be that which will be
built progressively what will emerge from the reflexions of each one after its advance of this
week. It is also necessary to take account of the distance which separates the various
participants. What is lived in each country? Tomorrow what will we live together? Each one
will be able to read again its answers of the 1st day and to see its way. A debate took place
over this day which should be concluded by a festive eucharist from fence from this week
instead of enclosing this session by the morning of Sunday. To envisage a BBQ. A contact will
be made with Philippe Mawet for this eucharist. Does Rosalie propose the arrival of a
Congolese choral society (come at the eucharist or another moment???)
10. 7th day: Sunday July 25. To be concerned with those which come by far, not to give up
them!!!
11. PRACTICALLY:
 To return without delaying the bulletin of inscription so much in Veronique Wathelet
veronique.wathelet@gmail as to Myriam and Michel Lebbe mymilebbe@yahoo.fr.




The amount of the session is fixed at 250 euros. The Belgian associates commit
themselves dealing with the amount of the session for “Except Europe”
To specify the reason for a payment (participation or solidarity) to allow Édith to easily
make an accountancy
Count of Édith Pirard for foreigner IBAN: BE61 2100 2661 3317/ BIRC: GEBABEBB
Véronique with Myriam and Michel

